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A DISTANT READING OF THE EDLM DAY DIARIES
The project

Guiding Questions

“Everyday Life in Middletown is a
collaboration between Ball State and citizens
of Muncie, Indiana, to record, represent, and
discuss everyday life in our city. We do this in
two ways: through day diaries, kept by
volunteer writers who record their daily lives
in detail and submit them to our archive, and
through our blog, where we post commentary
and discussion on everyday life in our
community, including analysis of the diaries.”

EDLM currently involves over fifty
volunteer diarists who have produced 146
diaries on five diary days. There are several
ways to look at diaries: by diarist, by day,
and collectively. Thinking about the diaries
in these three modes was helpful as I
developed my project idea.
In my digital project pitch, I proposed
doing a distant reading and creating digital
visualizations to make the EDLM website
more engaging.

day diaries
On an identified day, three times a year,
EDLM asks their Muncie diarists to keep a
day diary of their day including their
thoughts, feelings, and actions.

§ December 15, 2018
§ September 17, 2018
§ April 27, 2018

§ February 4, 2018
§ November 14, 2017

Source: http://bsudsl.org/edlmiddletown/; Digital Tool: https://voyant-tools.org

§ Is it possible to use digital tools to do a distant
reading of the EDLM diaries?
§ What can be gained from zooming out from the
particular in the individual diaries?
§ Is there a collective sense of the community or
everyday life which emerges from writing day
diaries in Muncie?

METHODS & process
I used Voyant-Tools to do distant reading. As I grew
more familiar with the digital tool, I was able to adjust
my proposal based on the functionality of Voyant,
EDL theory, and the EDLM project specifically.
I decided to create three corpuses to analyze
individually and comparatively:

§ 1 corpus by a single author, including each day
§ 5 separate corpuses, separated by day
§ 1 corpus including all146 edlm diaries
My next task was devising a list of stopwords to use
across all corpuses. This was an iterative process as I
evaluated how each corpus interacted with the
stopword list. After attempting several different
approaches, I used the automatically generated list
with my own edits, notably including “I” and “my” to
demonstrate the importance of the individual across
the diaries. Creating the corpuses and the stopword
list proved to be challenging aspects of using Voyant.
The next step was to work with Voyant to develop the
project and do interpretation.

Project Results
For my final product, I created three blog
posts for the EDLM blog. There are fewer
digital visualizations included than I hoped
to produce, but the Voyant word cloud
allowed me to include a visual component
in my corpus comparisons.
Left: Diarist A06 corpus, Voyant word cloud.
Standard frequent terms:
-I
- My
- Home
- Work
- Me

Individual Details:
- Dogs/ Pet
- Car
- Computer
- Care
- School

Left: February 4 corpus, Voyant word cloud.
Standard frequent terms:
-I
- My
- Home
- Work
- Me

Day Specific Details:
- Game
- Watch
- Sunday
- Super (Bowl)
- Snow

Left: Full EDLM corpus, Voyant word cloud.
Standard frequent terms:
-I
- My
- Home
- Work
- Me

Major EDLM Themes:
- Work
- Time
- Day
- Home
- Day

The volume of information in the full
EDLM corpus obfuscates the individual
details in the diaries. Collocates were a
useful function to analyze terms important
to the collective community, like “Muncie.”
Analyzing an individual’s corpus (A06—
above) highlighted new ways to read
diaries across time and as particular to one
diarist. The day-specific corpuses revealed
particular community interests on a
smaller scale. My blog posts explore these
and additional observations, supported by
theory and for a community audience.

